
What’s Included:
2  Fountain Stakes

2  Carabiners

4   Cable Clamps  
(2 are pre-installed on the 75’ & 125’ mooring lines)

2   75’ or 125’ Mooring Lines*

          -OR-

1   500’ Mooring Line*  
(*Depending on which kit you ordered)

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Fountain Mooring Kit

Item #651052 - 150’ Mooring Kit 
 #651054 - 250’ Mooring Kit
 #651055 - 500’ Mooring Kit 



Installation Instructions

• 5/16” Wrench or Nut Driver
• Side Cutters
• Hammer

Tools Required:
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Step 3
Using a hammer, install a fountain 
stake at one location angled slightly 
away from the pond.

Step 2
Place fountain in pond. With 
the help of a 2nd person, grab 
the mooring lines and walk to 
opposite sides of the pond to pull 
the fountain to desired location. 
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Step 1
For round floats, thread one 
preassembled mooring loop 
through one of the mounting holes 
in the fountain float and secure 
with a carabiner. For LakeSeries® 
fountains, clip the carabiner on the 
loop and seure the carabiner to the 
the upper D-ring on the fountain 
power unit.  
 
For 500’ kits you will need to first 
measure and cut the cable to create 
two lines. Follow steps 4-6 for 
creating a mooring loop.

Round Float Shown Here

LakeSeries Shown Here
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Step 4
Loop the mooring cable around 
the fountain stake leaving a loop 
only large enough to slide on and 
off the stake. 

Step 5
Use a 5/16” wrench or nut driver to 
secure the mooring line loop with  
a cable clamp.
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Step 7
Repeat steps 3-6 to secure the 
mooring line on the opposite side 
of the pond. Pull the line tight to 
ensure little to no movement of  
the fountain.

Step 6
Trim excess line with side 
cutters, leaving only a few 
inches of excess line. 
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 THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING:
Airmax, Inc.

15425 Chets Way Street, Armada, MI 48005
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